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ABSTRACT

We present the results obtained froa our systematic search of a

siaple Lie group that unifies weak and electromagnetic interactions in

a tingle truly unified theory. We work with fractionally charged

quarks, and allow for particles and antlparticles to belong to tha saae

irreducible representation. we found that aodals baaed on 3U(6), SU{7),

SU(8) and SU(10) a n viable candidate* for slaple unification.
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I- INTRODUCTION
Tha standard electrcwteak aodel* unifies twak and electromagnetic

interaction* using tha group SU(2)xU(l>. Since this group Is not

simple nor semisimple, two different coupling constants are

needed. Therefore tha Mixing angla between tha two factors

(sin'e^) Is not fixed by the aodal. Moreover, tha electric charge

is not quantized as a consequence of tha U(l) factor.

At tha present time, It is widely accaptad that tha road to a

coatplete unification of all forcas in nature, goes directly frost

SU<2>xU(l> to a grand unification theory (GUT) which unifies

strong and electroweak interactions under a simple group

(presumably E &) and from there it proceeds to supargravity and

superstrings. This path bypasses tha "simple unification", that

Is, tha embedding of S U ( 2 ) M U ( 1 ) in a simple or semisimple group

that does r>Dt contain tha strong, neither tha gravitational

interactions.

So far, there is no tangible evidence for grand unification or

subsequent unified theories (supargravity and superstrings),

neither is there evidence against "simple unification".

Some previous attempts have bean made on tha problem of simple

unification2, mast of them claiming negative results. In this

work, Ha pursue further this problem and we clarify » a w confusion

in tha literature regarding tha subject*. It is worth noticing

that simple unification has bean successfully achieved in a natural

way via tha semisimple group SU<3) xSU<3). in E. grand unified

theories , and also as an isolated modal by ltsalf4-

The paper is organlied a* follow*: In section II

Ma present our working hypothesis and their Justification .In

section III Ma carry out tha analysis for SU(n), 3<n<lO, tha

only compatible groups with our working hypothesis. Conclusions

mrm presentm) in section IV. Tha problem of the corresponding

symmetry breaking will ba addressed elsewhere.

Subaittad for publication.
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II-HYPOTTOSIS

We look for a simple unification K m i r l o of the (lK

interactions, with a ichn* based on a gauge group © such thati

1- G is a simple Lie group with complex irreducible

representations (irreps).

2- S contains SU(2)KU(1) in the standard May.

3- 6 does not contain the strong interaction group. The strong

interactions are described by a separate theory, SU(3)C of

color, which is vector like and Mywptotically fr»a.

4- The elements Df Q do not perform horixontal transformations

beti*een different families of quarks and leptons.

5- The structure must be free of anomalies.

Let u« elaborate more on the hypothesis!

1) The demand that G is simple excludes semisimple groups, and in

particular products of isomorphic groups. The Lie algebras of the

simple groups have been classified" by Cartan.

That G must have complex irreps is a criteria for unification

suggested by Qeorgi and by Be11-Mann, Remand and Slansky". This

criteria stems out of the fact that at low energies the standard

SU(2)xU(l) model is flavor chiral| that is, the left and right

handed components of the fields behave dlf farantly *t low energies.

The complex irreps of the simple Lie algebras have been

classified by Ilehta and Srivastave*. The result is that only SU(n),

n>2 , SOMn+2) and E & have complex irreps. So we will base our

present analysis only on the complex irreps of such groups.

2) SU(2)xU<l> will be embedded in Q in such a way that the first

family of quarks (u,d)^ with charges* 2/3 and -1/3 and leptons

<M,»~> L with charges 0, end -1 are doublets of BU<2). u c, d c,

e + and a possible v c are singlets of the same SU(2). (yc means
Li L

the charge conjugate field to y). The charge operator isi
0-T +V/2, where T, la the third lsospln component of SU(2) and V

• o

is the hypercharge generator of U(l>.

The presently known elementary fermlons of the first family are

identified in the following .wayt <u,d) -2(1/3)% ( P , « " | ^ 2(-l),

uc -l|-4/3)| dc -t(2/3)| e* -i(2)| and vC -l(O). The quantity in
*- L Lr L

parenthesis is the corresponding Y value. This pattern must be

repeated as many times as the foil las are.

The gauge bosons of the coset G/SU(2)KU(1) are necessarily heavier

than the standard BU(2)xU(l) gauge bosons. Even though for

aesthetic reasons we will prefer the masses of those new gauge

bosons to be in the TeV. regime, we have no reason to force them

to be so and they could be as heavy as the BUT scale (say lo'*

BeV.). The new masses are controlled by the scale of the

spontaneous symmetry breaking of B down to SU(2)xU(l).

6 is calculated at the B scale by the relationship")

sin*Sw(Q scale) - Tr. (I ̂ "/Tr.dT ) ( 1 )

where the traces are taken for any Irrep of 6. 1 and Q' are

the diagonal generators of Q related to the third component of

weak BU(2) isospin and charge operators respectively. The value

»in*6M (0 scale) is related to sin'd^lOO DeV.)-0.23O via the

renormaIllation group equation.which fixes the scale of B.

3) au(3)c is the theory of the strong interactions. Quarks

(ordinary and exotics) belong to the 3 and 3 , and leptons to 1 of

SU(3)C. That SUt3)c is vectorlike means that even though the 3 and

3* are complex irreps of the color group, quarks are assigned to

the reducible representation 3+3* which is real.

The generators of B do not connect quarks to leptons. Therefore,

we must assign quarks and leptons to different irreps of G. Since

known quarks have noninteger electrical charge ,opposite to known

leptDns that do have ,the irrep of G used for quarks, must be in

general of a lower dimension than the irrep of G used for leptons.

(To convince oneself that this must be so, just look to the charge

vector In weight space in the Dynkin basis, for some simple Lie

groups.)

The total number of quark flavors nf, has to satisfy the relation

n <33/2, in order to keep SU(3)C asimptotically free'0.

4) Our next hypothesis is that B commutes with the generators of

any possible horizontal symmetry group. It means that the irreps

we choose for quarks and leptons must be doubled, tripled, for

two, three, families .with the appropriate flavor mixing

introduced in the conventional way. This fact together with

hypothaua one and three will place further constraints in the

allowed groups and their representations. In particular, for three

or more families only SU(n) groups have to be considered. The

reason is the following!



For the S0(4n+2) groups, 50(6) is equivalent to SU(4). For S0(10),

its lowest dimensional complex irrep i» the 16lh dimensional on*,

which can accommodate at. least eight quark flavors. If the nunbir

of families im three, then nf>24-3xl6/2, in conflict with

hypothesis three. For the remaining groups 80(14),S0(18>,...,n im

•van larger. By the same irguMnt Ma eliminate E mine* its lowest

dimensional complex irrep is the 2 7 t h

So, fro* noH on we Mill coniidtr only 8U(n) simple groups, which

have an n dimensional complex irrep as their fundamental one. Mhan

*te accommodate quarks in this representation. Me find as few as

n/2 flavors, which means that for three families n < iO and for

four families n < B.

Therefore, for what follows Ma only need to consider the complex

representations of SU(n), for 3 S n < 1O.

5) The final condition we want to impose is self consistency, in

the sense that the modal constructed must be free of anomalies.

The models under consideration here are free of Mitten's"

anomaly, but not free of triangular (chlral) anomalies11.

Triangle anomalies for SU(n) representations have been considered

by several authors'*. The simplest May to avoid them is to add

appropriate representations to the ones under consideration.

Whenever this is done, we prefer to add only color singlet* in

order to avoid conflict with SU<3)C aslmptotlc's freedom.

Before switching to the ntxt section, we want to point out that

SU(2)xtl(l) is not the only low energy electroweak group of present

Interest, even though its phenomenology is the only one properly

established with present experiments. Other two candidates mrm the

superstring inspired one, based on the gauge group

SU(2)MU(1)XU(1>', and the left-right symmetric model based on

SU(2) LMSU(2) B><U<1). Our analysis will consider only the embedding

of 8U(2)xU(l), though most of the models presented (not all) will

also embed as an Intermediate step one or the other two. This last

point is a technical problem related to the chain of symmetry

breaking stages.

Ill- ANALYSIS

Me start with general statements related to the embedding of

5U(2)xU(l) in SU(n). The fundamental n dimensional irrep of BU(n)

s "contains only one SU(2) doublet and n-2 singlets.

Then, the second-rank antisymmetric tensor, of dimension ntn-l)/2,

contains (n-2) doublets and (na-9n+B)/2 singlets, and the

second-rank symmetric tensor of dimension n(n+l)/2, contains one

triplet, (n-2> doublets and (n*-3n+2>/2 singlets. Similar

statements can be made for the other representations. Thus, our

strategy is to look for SU(2) multiplets with the appropriate

quantum numbers as stated in hypothesis two.

Since for SU(n), all irreps mrm tensor products of the fundamental

one, it follows thati First, the (n-2) doublets of irrep n(n-l)/2

have the same quantum numbers as the (n-2) doublets of irrep

n(n+l)/2 (also true for several singlets). Second, if Me

accommodate particles and their respective antiparticles in the

fundamental representation (as we Mill do for most of the cases),

then all irreps Mill carry quantum numbers for particles and their

respective antiparticles iln this way odd dimensional Irreps, must

have electrically neutral states. If we want them to became Dirac

particles, use of the singlet irrep of BU(n) has to be done.

As mn aside we notice that, for the embedding under consideration

here, all the maximal subalgebras that contain the SU(2MU(1) out

of the SUfn) algebra, must be considered! including both, the

regular and the special ones'9. They Mill produce all the

different paths in the way from 6U(n> down to 8 U ( 2 ) H U ( 1 ) , and mrm

intimate related to the hierarchy of the symmetry breaking. Since

Me mrm not dealing with those technicalities here, we can treat

all the adequate embedding (all those satisfying our hypothesis)

as equivalents.

The use of complex representations is imperative. Suppose not,
then if Me arrange for (u,d) or (»>,e~) to be on real(,) or (»>,e) to be on a real

representation, as for example the (n*-l) adjoint or the R+R for

any irrep R, then doublets (Uc,Dc»t or (M
e,E*)fc are also present

in the same r»Dr»i«it.tir« T. -*-- U * c
in the same replantation. Then, either
Ne -

1.
."".' D

with
L

dc
and E* «e , or Uc mixes with u* , Dc mixes

and so on. Both cases mrm ruled out by experiments.

Now, let us consider the admitted groups, one at a timei

i)SU(3)

Demanding nf<33/2 and three sequential families, then we can

arrange the quarks in irreps 3, A, and IO only (irrep B is real ).



For four families, irr»p 1O should not be con»id»r»d.

The branching rules for thorn* representations arei

3«2(a/3)+l(-2a/3)

6«3(2a/3)+2(~a/3)*i(-4a/3)

10-4<a)+3(0)+2(-a>*l(-2a).

Where "a" i» a U(l) normalization factor that im chntn

upon the representation used for the known quarks. If we uit irrep

3 or irrep 6 to accommodate

•in*© "O.7S, and the only allowed

the doublet (u,d)L, then a«l,

representation which contain*

the quantum numbers enunciated in hypothesis two and three i*

3+3**b*b*, which not only giVM too many flavors, but besides it

is a real representation. If we use irrep 1O for the same doublet,

than a--l/3, sin'e -O.9*»,and there im no placa to accommodate u*^.

A vary nica exercise is to taka a—3,and accommodate*7 tha laptons

<L>,e~) and a* in tha fundamental irrap. This raproducas tha

desirable leptonic propartias and gives. sin*8M«0.2S. Tha problem

is that, only integer charges in tha fundamental representation

will never produce irreps carrying fractional charges. (True in

general for simple Lie groups).

Therefore, SUI3) does not satisfy our hypothesis for simple

unification,

u) SU<4>.

For n <33/2 and three families, we can arrange the quarks in

of tha irrepm 4 or 10 (irrep 6 is real). For four families,

10 should not be considered.

For the embedding 8U(4) >SU(2»l*BU(2)|(xU( 1) >SU<2)XU(1), the

branching rules arei

4-(2,l)(b/3)+U,2)(-b/3)«2(b/3)+l(s-b/3)+i(-a-b/3>.

10«<3,lM2b/3»+(l,3)(-2b/3)+(2,2)(0)

-3(2b/3)+l(2a-2b/3)+l(-2b/3)+l(-2a-2b/3)+2<a)+2(-a>.

Here a and b are free parameters coming from the extra IM 1)

factors. Irrep 10 Is ruled out because there are not a and b

values such that it contains 2(i/3)+l(2/3)+l<-4/3).

If we arrange quarks and antiquarks in irrap 4, than a • b - 1,

4»(u,d,dc,uc) , sin B -0.43, and the lowest irrep adequate for

known laptons is the 2O* with Dynkin label (Oil). The branching

rule for this last irrep isi

20*-<2, !)<-!) + ( 1,2) (l) + (2,3Ml/3) + (3,2M-l/3) + < 1,2) (-l/3)«-(2,l Ml/3).

irrep

which includes the known leptons and eight exotic ones Mhose

charges arei ±4/3, +l/3<three), ±2/3(three) and +S/3.

Let us pause to check the anomaly. Far the 4 it is" one (three

for three colors), and minus seven for irrep 20*. To make the model

anomaly free, we must add four more 4's of leptons which produce*

eight more exotics with fractional charges ±1/3 (four) and ±2/3

(four). Another possibility is to add one 4 of leptons and one 4

of colored quarks. If we try instead higher irrepe for tha

leptons, it does not work at all, because of the anomaly

cancellation hypothesis1".

representation 4+4' should notAs mentioned before,

considered at all.

Finally, the exercise of accommodating leptons in irrep 4 and

embedding SU( 2)^x811(2^x11(1) in SU(4>, is considered in the second

paper of Ref. 8, where integer charge quarks were used mandatory.

At the end we notice that BU(4) is not a good group for simple

unification either. Even though we have succeeded in constructing

a model satisfying our five hypothesis, we have ended up with many

fractional charged exotics and a very large value for the mixing

angle, which could imply a unification scale larger than the

Planck scale, where gravity enters, and a more complete theory is

needed.

iU) SU(5).

For three families in 8U(3), we can only use irreps 5 or 1O for

the quarks. Likewise, for four families, only irrap 5 can be used.

If we accommodate (u,d) , u c, and d c in irrep S, then we are

forced to include a neutral state h^ in the same irrep. This

because the diagonal charge operator is a generator of the group,

with trace zero. Correspondingly, since SU(3)e is vactor like, hc

must be in the singlet of BU<3). The obvlation of such neutral

quark implies the use of the ruled out representation S+5*. This

neutral quark will also be present in the fundamental irrep of

SU(7) and SU(9).

With those constraints, the branching rules arei



Which implies min*©w-0.4S, the same large value as in SU{4). In

gtncral, and due to th« priunct of the nmitral quark, the Mixing

angles art the same for SU(n) and SU(n+l) tor n«4,& and 8.

With quark* in irrep 3 or 1O, leptons can be accommodated in

irreps 35 or 40*. The anomaly value for those representations i n

forty-four and minus sixteen respectlvelyi vary large value*

compared with the anomaly value for the irreps 9 or 1O, which is

one for both. Therefor*, simple unification Mith SU(3) has more

diseases than simple unification Mith 8U<4) ,and it is ruled out.

This concludes our analysis of BU<9).

Before beginning with SU(6) and on, some remarks mrm in order. For

SU(n), 6<n£lO, only the fundamental irreps can be used for the

quarks, according to hypothesis three.

When embedding BU(2)xU(l) on 9U(n), the doublet of irrep n will be

used for (u,d) , two singlets for uC and dc , and the remaining
Li la L*

n-4 states for appropriate exotic quarks. If n is odd, one of the

exotic ones must be neutral and all the quarks fait in the

reducible representation n+1.

The freedom gained for the n-4 ( n-3 if n is odd) states, can

be used to construct some realistic models.

So, let us Impose the following constraints in our models, in order

to make them more realistici

I-A value for the mixing angle such that O.37S > sin*©M > O.23.

This constraint, together with Eq. (1) implies that the charge

of the new exotic quarks must be such that |q| S 2/3.

II- Quarks Df charges 2/3, -1/3 and neutrals only.

III-Economical as far as the number of exotic leptons is

concerned. He will partially fulfill this constraint by

assigning the known leptons to the second-rank antisymmetric

tensor of 6U<n).

Let us say that from now on, and due to the fact that only the

fundamental irrep is allowed for quarks, particles and

antiparticles will belong to the same irrep*0 of our unifying

group 0, except for electrically neutral states. In this last

case, the singlet irrep of SU(n), if needed, can always be used

safely to accommodate the extra neutral state.

iv) SU(6).

SU<6) has the following branching rulest

6-2U/3)*l<2/3)+l(-4/3>+l(2a)+l(-2a)

15*2U)*2(-l>+U0)+l<2/3)+l(-2/3)+2(2a+l/3)+2(-2a+l/3>+l(2a+2/3>+

l<-2a+2/3)*i<2a-4/3)-H(-2a-4/3>.

Constraints I and II admit two cases onlyt a-2/3, or a-1/3.
2

If a«2/3, then sin fl^-O.25, quarks belong to irrep & (with

anomaly value one) and leptons to Irrep 13 (with anomaly value

two). So, five more 6 '* of leptons have to be added in order to

m«ke the model anomaly free. To look for other representations

for the leptons, requires more exotic particles. The exotics for

this model arei one quark with charge 2/3 and several leptons with

charges ±4/3(one>, ±1/3(seven),±2/3(ten),±l(one), and four neutral

states that can be Mayorana or Dirac particles (one of them could

be P C
L) .Hith such small value for the mixing angle, and those

many fractional charged leptons, the model can not be

realistic.

tf a*l/3, then sin'd ~0.379, quarks belong to irrep 6, and known

leptons belong to 19 . So, the anomaly free version for this

model is the one with quarks in A and leptons in 13*+6*. The

exotics for this model aret anm quark with charge -1/3, leptons

with charges !l/3(four),±2/3(two),+l(one), and again four neutral

leptons that can be Mayorana or Dirac particles (one of them could

be v" ) This is a very interesting model because, as explained in

the next section, all the exotics can acquire large masses. Far

what follows, this model will be refereed as "Model A".

vj s u m .

In all the models considered so far, the anomaly cancellation has

been achieved by adding extra multiplets to the representations

containing known fermions. A valid question isi Is there a model

with a natural cancellation of the anomalies? That isi a model

where the representation used for the known leptons cancels

automatically the anomaly value of the representation used for

the known quarks? The answer is yes. SU(7) allows such a model,

with irrep 7 for colored quarks and 21 for leptons.

Using the following branching rules for 8U<n> >SU(n-l)xUU) for

the fundamental n and second-rank antisymmetric n(n-l)/2 tensori

n<n-i)/2-Cn-l]<n-2)+E(n-iMn-2)/2]<-2>. (2)
Where square brackets refer to the SU(n-l) irrep and the

1O



parenthesis outside the «quir* bracket rmfmrm to the respective

U(l> value. In aquation (2), n-7 yieldsi

7-114)4*1-11

Notice that besides tha axtra neutral quark In 1(6), all tha othar

par tic lam ara tin ••*• a* in -Modal A". As in SU(S), tha

singlet irrep of 8U(7) ham to ba used -for tha right handed

component of tha axtra neutral quark. A* mentioned bafora, tha

•nixing angla for this Modal ia Bin'e^-O.375. For what follows this

nodal is callad "nodal B". (It lm essentially nodal A plus ana

extra neutral quark).

v.) SU(B).

For tha embedding of BU(2)xU(l) in SU(S), tha branching rules arei

8-2<l/3)+H-4/3)*l(2/3>+l(2a>+l(-2a>+l(2b>+l(-2b).

+2<-2a+l/3>+2<-2b+i/3)+l<2a+2/3»+lt2b4-2/3)+l(-2a+2/3)

•l(-2b+2/3>+i(2a-4/3)+l(2b-4/3)+l(-2a-4/3)+l(-2b-4/3)

+l(2a+2b)+l(-2a-2b)+l<2a-2b>+l(-2«+2b).

Constraints I and I I , admit three possible c u m

1- a»2/3| b"0 gives sin*© -O.29

2- a-b-1/3 gives sin*© -0.3219

3- a=l/3( b-0 gives sin*0 -0.373

Since the anomaly value for irrep 8 is one and for irrep 2B is

four| the most economical anomaly-free models will be those with

quarks in B and leptons in 28 +8 which corresponds to cases two

and three above. We call those cases, "Modal C" and "Model D"

respectively. (Case one admits the known leptons in 28, therefore,

seven more 8's of leptons need to be added). These last two models

will be analyzed in the next section.

This finishes our analysis if there are four families. For three

families, the next two groups must also be considered,

vii) 8LM9).

For SU(9) >SU(8)xU(l) we can use equations (2) to see that known

leptons can be fitted in irrep 36 and quarks in the 9+1, with the

same quarks than in SU(8| plus one extra neutral quark. The

anomaly for the 36 is five,therefore many exotics must be added in

order to have an anomaly free model. Bo, SU(9) is not economical

at all, and it does not give anything new beyond SU(B).

11

viu) SU(1O).

The branching rules for the embedding of BU(2)xUtl) in SU(10) arei

+2<2c+l/3)+2(-2a+l/3»+2<-2b+2/3)*2(-3

+1< 2C+2/3)*1(-2a+2/3)+l(-2b+2/3)+l(-2C+2/3)+i< 2a-4/3) + l(2b-4/3»

+l(2c-4/3)+l(-2a-4/3)-»-l(-2b-4/3)+l(-2c-4/3)+l<2a+2b)+l(2a+2c) +

l<-2a-2b)+l<-2a-2c)+l<2c+2b)+l(-2c-2b)+l(2a-2b)+l(-2a+2b)

+1(2a-2c> + t <-2a+2c)+1(2b-2c)+l(-2c+2b).

Constraints I and II yield four different casesi
2

l-a«2/3, b»c-0 gives a sin © -O.2S

2-a-b-c-l/3 gives a sin2© -O.291
2

3-a-b-l/3, c-O gives a tin 9 -0.321
4-a-l/3, b-c-O gives a sin2«w-O.373
The anomaly values are one and six for irreps 10 and 4S

respectively. So,the most economical anomaly free models fits the

quarks in 10 and the leptons in 49* + three 10's. This is not

possible in case one above. Case 2 is specially important, and it

is called "Model E".

Cases three and four are allowed, and they do have similar

characteristics than "Model C" and "Model D" respectively. That

isi same mixing angle,and same charged fermion spectrum with

masses at the same scales.

IV CONCt-USIONB
Our analysis shows that SU(n) groups, faSnSlO, *rm adequate for

simple unification, as far as we allowed for exotic leptons, with

fractional electrical charges** ±1/3 and ±2/3, and integer charges

±l,and 0| and new exotic quarks with charges 2/3, -1/3 and 0. The

number of exotics and their charges depend upon the particular

model under consideration.

A valid question isi What are the masses for those exotics? The

purpose of this paper has not been the computation of those

masses. To do it requires the analysis of the corresponding

symmetry breaking mechanism, which is outside the scope of this

paper.

One way of determining at least the order of magnitude for the

masses of the particles in one specific model, is to use tha

12



"survival hypothesis" , also known in the literature as Georgi's

criteria (see Gmrgi' s paper on Ref. *>.

W» predicate this criteria in the following way*

If a symmetry 6' (local, global, discrete, etc.) i* broken down to

a smaller symmetry 6" at a mass scale M, then any fermionic

vectorlike representation with respect to 0" (but not to G') gets

a mass of order M. A further explanation of this hypothesim

together with examples i« presented In Ref. 23.

ID qsncril, those particles belonging to a vector like

representation, can acquire masses by several different mechanisms.

One is by combining the R and R fields to form a state with

term in

and

a

the

the

dynamically generated mass,or with a bare

Lagrangian. Another is by a Vukawa coupling of R,

vacuum expectation value of a higgs field.

In all the cases, masses generated by this criteria, depend very

much on the hierarchy of symmetry breaking stages from G down to

G". Since we are not considering symmetry breaking in this papmr,

we can adopt a conservative point of view) that is, for simple

unification, G" - BU(2)xUfl) and claim that all SU(2)xUU>

vectorlike particles, acquire masses bigger or equal to l5 GeV's..

Concrete examples have been work out by us, but they will foe

presented elsewhere.

Let us consider our analysis in detail for the most interesting

modelsi

"Model A" (for SU(6) with quarks in 6 and leptons in 13**6*). The

exotics for this model arei a quark of charge -1/3 and leptons of

charges ±2/3 (two), +l/3(four) +l(one) and four neutral states, as

mentioned before. For this model there are 39 gauge bosons, 31 of

them arm very massive (masses in the TeV's. and above).The

survival hypothesis predicts very large masses for all the

exotics of this model.

Therefore, for "Model A", the only fermions with masses less than

10* GeV's. are the known onest that isi quarks u and d and leptons

e~ and v (with a replica for each family).

"Model B". For BU(7> with quarks In 7+1 and leptons in 21*, with

the same particle content as in "Model A" plus one extra neutral

quark. For this model there arm 4B gauge bosons, 44 of them with a

very large mass. Here again the survival hypothesis predicts very

large masses for all exotic fermions.

"Model C . For SU(0), case two, with quarks in 8 and Uptons in
I

28 + B. The exotics arei Two charged -1/3 quarks, twelve charged
leptonsi+2/31 four),±l/3(six),±1(two) and nine neutral states. This

model has 63 gauge bososn out of which 99 mrm very massive. The

survival hypothesis yields heavy masses for the exotic quarks .but

not for all the exotic leptons. As a matter of fact, three (2/3|,

three (1/3J ,one |1| and three neutral states will retain low

mass. What makes this model very attractive Is m variant of it in

which we fit two generations of quarks in B+B and two generations

of leptons in 2B*+B*+B*. This variant is anomaly free, and the

survival hypothesis provides all the exotic fermions with very

large masses.

"Model D". For SU(B), case three, with quarks in 8 and leptons in

28 +B. The exotics for the model aret a neutral and a charged -1/3

quark, and the following leptonai+2/3(four), ±l/3(elght), ±l(one),

and seven neutral states. The exotics will acquire heavy masses

according to the survival hypothesis, except for one neutral

leptDnic state which may remain at low mass. This model has the

same gauge bosons as "Model C", and it is the analog in S4J<8> of

"Model A" in SLH6).

For SU(1O) we have a very nice variant for "Model E" where we can

fit the three generations of quarks in 10+10+10 and the three

generations of leptons in the 49*+lO*+iO*+lO*. The model is

anomaly-free and the survival hypothesis provides with large

masses to all the exotics.

The models presented in this paper all share the characteristic

that fermions and antifermlons mrm together in the same irrep.

Therefore, B does not commutes with the color group 9U(3)e, and in

general there will be color non-singlet currents coupled to the

gauge bosons. This color non-singlet currents will however vanish

when sandwiched between color singlet states.

Also, since leptons and anti-leptons mrm also together in the same

irrep, the models will therefore lead to lepton number violating

processes, whose amplitudes mrm suppressed by mass ratios and are

mode1 dependen t.

Our final conclusions arm that, if nature has chosen simple

unification in the way presented here,then their evidences will

ba:
14



1-The existence of fractional charged leptons in the rang* of

energy above 1O* GeV's.. These particles should •how up in the

nnr future.

2-There should not exist quark* Miin electrical charge q such

that |Q| > 2/3.

3-Each faMily should contain only one 8U<2> doublet of quarks.
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